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From.

Golzang Sports Institute

WWW.GOLZANG.COM

Date: Feb. 22, 2017

Issue No.4121395

To.

President, secretary general, and the board of directors of FIFA

Subject: A proposal to hold Super World Cup or a Cup for the Finals. A brand new idea
for holding championship cup competition for the selection of the best and strongest
football team of the year worldwide, and expressing our protest against Mr. Sepp Blatter
who disclosed our previous ideas to the media and claimed they were his proposals.

Dear Sir/Madam

We, hereby, are submitting our proposal which is a tournament for the finals and would like you
to consider it and let us know your idea.
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Firstly, our previous proposals to Mr. Sepp Blatter, dating back to 1998 onward, were disclosed
in media but in his name, all with dishonesty and breach of trust. Some of these proposals
include "awarding the FIFA World Cup championship every two years", "Smart Balls", and
"increasing the number of referees". We, however, wrote our objections to him though no time
was left for his office! Hence, we would like to ask you please follow these previously submitted
proposals of ours thus to let us gain our rights and we also want FIFA to expose to the world the
truth and let the world better know the ex-board of directors' corruptions. It is worth noting that
the copies of the documents are available on our website. We really appreciate your
cooperation and we wish all the best for the new board of directors.

We really hope that the new board of directors will clarify our proposals and ideas in the press
and media and this way prove their honesty and trusteeship and never act like the previous
board of directors, as they were not honest and

A. Soccer competitions are held in different countries each year world-wide such as European,
American, Asian, African Champions Leagues, World Cup, etc.

Our idea is to hold a tournament to make an opportunity so that champion teams play each
other and the best and strongest football team of the year is recognized.

B. Since different soccer cup competitions are held in different continents each year and in view
that the participating champion teams in cup competitions are different from those in the
previous year, this variety makes the tournament more attractive (a combination of national and
club teams).

C. In order to recognize the champion team of the cup competition, participating champion
teams would better play each other in round-robin format so that all teams (e.g. seven teams)
play each other and their performance will appropriately be assessed at the end of the
tournament.
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D. The outset of summer of each year will be the best time for holding this tournament because
the champion teams of different leagues are recognized and they are off duty from their national
league for two months.

E. I request you to keep legal rights and advantage of this cup or tournament for me.

Soccer World Club Championship in New Format

Formation of Participant Teams

1. Champions of 2007-2008 Season

The champions of national leagues in Europe; Winners of national FA Cup in Europe;
Champions of American countries; Champion of Asian leagues; Champion of African leagues;
Winners of European Champions League; Champion of African Club Championship and
Winners of the previous edition of the Peace Cup.

2. Champions of 2008-2009

The champions of national leagues in Europe; Champion of UEFA Cup; Champions of
American countries; Champion of Asian leagues; Champion of African leagues; Winners of
European Champions League; Champion of African Club Championship and Winners of the
previous edition of the Peace Cup.
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3. Champion of 2009-2010

The champions of national leagues in Europe; Champion of UEFA Cup; Champions of
American countries; Champion of Asian leagues; Champion of African leagues; Winners of
European Champions League; Champion of African Club Championship; and Winners of the
previous edition of the Peace Cup; Winners of 2010 World Cup; All Champions continental
competitions of Europe, Asia, Americas and Africa in 2007-2008 and 2008-2009 seasons as
well as the previous winners of the Peace Cup.

4. Champions of 2010-2011

The champions of national leagues in Europe; Champion of UEFA Cup; Champions of
American countries; Champion of Asian leagues; Champion of African leagues; Winners of
European Champions League; Champion of African Club Championship and Winners of the
previous edition of the Peace Cup.

So there will be a large number of participants in the years when the Soccer World Club
Championship Cup is held. Since all teams face each other in a round-robin format
championship, the real world champion can be introduced. On the other hand there will be no
necessity to hold the current format of the World Soccer Club Championship which is held in
Japan. Oceania continent will join the Asian confederation tournaments.

Yours Truly,

Pouya Pouya
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Administrator of Golzang Website, Esfahan, Iran
P.O. Box: 81395/177
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